Elevating Tripods

Geo FS 30-XL

- Tripod head Column / Flat head
- Operating range from 1.66m to 3.80m
- Adjustable range of centre column 104 cm
- Can load up to 20 kgs
- Combined quick clamp and screw clamp system
- Struts between tripod legs
- Retracted length 1.79m
- Made of aluminium (centre column) and Wood (tripod)
- Incorporated circular bubble
- Weight 15.6 kg

Geo FS 30-L

- Tripod head Column / Flat head
- Operating range from 0.90m to 2.85m
- Adjustable range of centre column 40 cm
- Quick clamp system
- Chains between tripod legs
- Integrated retractable rubber pads for non-slip use on hard surfaces
- Incorporated circular bubble
- Weight : 8.2 Kg

Nedo Shaft Elevating tripod

The Nedo Shaft Elevating tripod is designed especially for the use of 3D laser scanners. The laser scanner can be mounted either at the top or at the bottom of the elevating column ensuring maximum flexibility.

Needles to say that the Industrial Line Elevating tripod is equipped with a twist proof elevating column with centric clamping and combi tripod shoes for all terrain use.

Made in Germany
Elevating Tripods

Geo FS 30-Xs
It’s a "half way house" between a standard outdoor elevating tripod & an indoor photo type.

- Working range 1.01 to 3.00 metres
- Elevating column range of 360mm
- Fine crank drive for fine adjustment of working range.
- Post adjustment range of 410mm (upper column).
- Quick leg clamp system.
- Rigid struts between tripod legs.
- Metal die-cast hinges & integral bubble level.
- Spiked feet (for outdoors) or non slip rubber pads (for indoors).
- Retractable length down to 1.1m long - for easy transport.
- Shoulder carry strap.
- Weight: 5.7kg

Geo FS 50-L

- Tripod head Column / Flat head
- Operating range from 114cm to 290cm
- Adjustable range of centre column 108 cm
- Struts between tripod legs for increased stability
- Combined quick clamp and screw clamp system
- Struts between tripod legs for increased stability
- Retracted length 179cm
- Built-in circular bubble
- Weight 8.6 kg

GSR Large Aluminium telescopic tripod with swivel top
From Germany

- Operating range from 205 cm to 430 cm
- Adjustable range of centre column 55cm
- Crank at the bottom
- Struts between tripod legs for increased stability
- Clamping system Wing nut
- Made of Aluminium
- Weight 15 kg
- Swivel top
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